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Solid footing

Attractive prices, available in a wide range of 
different designs and now also in stainless 
steel: the levelling feet of the 
elesa+Ganter standard GN 440 

Expensive assets rest on them, whole production lines and even 
the latest innovations cannot make do without them: levelling feet!

These inconspicuous elements with ground contact at times carry 
immense weights, staying vertical even when exposed to trans-
verse movements or heavy vibrations. And since even the most 
advanced high-tech systems feel the force of gravity, levelling 
feet are simply indispensable items in the construction engineer‘s 
toolkit.

A toolkit which elesa+Ganter regularly equips with new and reliable 
standard parts, for instance with the levelling feet of the latest 
enlarged GN 440 series which offer a solution for virtually every 
application.

The basic versions GN 440 / GN 440.5 with steel or stainless 
steel stud now feature new variants with internal thread and/or 
fi xing lug. The GN 440 product series now covers virtually every 
requirement of the market. All design versions are available as OS 
(without plastic cap) as Type KR (with non-slip TPE plastic cap) 
and also as Type GV (with vulcanised NBR rubber).

The GN 440 series not only boasts a wealth of design variants, the 
price range is also highly attractive.

As usual for elesa+Ganter, the levelling feet are available ex stock, 
ready to be shipped to wherever they are needed, if necessary 
also from one day to the next.

Find out more in the Internet at www.elesa-ganter.com
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